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(GenPop Books, 2013). The recipient of a 2017 NEA Fellowship, she serves as 
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The Hook at My Throat, 
I Defied
Emma Bolden



I told the butcher I bet
he couldn’t make any more

mess of this meat than me.
He said watch me. He said

there are so many ways to 
find definition in the word

blade. I said try me. He wanted
to marrow me under the bell

that rang out its baptism
into the slow grace of a throat

come undone. In the shrill, in
the steel of song I tied together

my every last ghost, tried to
rope myself out of the castle but

the witch who held me was my
own want. The butcher called me

typical as a tale threaded through
a cow’s hide. Tar-knickered. A whole

century of his lips couldn’t change 
the story, couldn’t make me come

to an ending, dropped and feathered,
spiraled down to any seed or need.



A Fortress of Thistles and 
Briers
Emma Bolden



If I shower my cry off, if I scream 
 rain, if I hide myself with a jewelbag of sins 
silent in the trunk of some far-
 forest tree, will God stay a stepped- 
away father, keeping His silence 
 as I keep my sin? I spend Sundays 
pocketing pianos, spiriting away 
 with each key so can I pick
the lock gating a heaven I can’t stop 
 believing in as my own 
fear? Tell me. How you are both
 son and father, how I can be 
both brave and coward when
 I see the lilt of Lillith, broad as light 
in her sundress, left-step right
 past righteous, past right. God bless 
her castle down to its thorns. Keep her skin 
 a glisten, her hair a halo. Keep her
buzzards beaked in honey,
 heads cocked towards the hornet’s nest.
God you have made the human 
 ear a machine that turns 
sound into word. Fill her
 mouth with bees, o Lord. Fill her 
ears with the swarmbuzz 
 of owls flocking to the place 
she makes her rest. O Lord
 let rumor never roost 
its way to its home: my mouth
 a nest, tongue-honeyed, a sin
too pretty to confess.       



Asexual Ode to Jordan 
Catalano
Emma Bolden



Jordan Catalano, I loved you the most
because my best friends & closest
magazines told me to, because I didn’t

yet know there was a difference between 
love & lust, because I didn’t know at first
that I felt the first but would never really feel 

the latter. We had a lot in common, though:
collecting plaids, boredoms, basslines; 
the way we curtained our hair forwards

to drape away from the world the fact
that we saw it, which was embarrassing.
One lean low or slow & you could Cool

Water down a room of girls flashed & fast-
moving through puberty, Jordan, but I couldn’t 
understand them. I could understood you 

in every onscreen moment when you seemed
to breathe just as listless, lostless, as I did 
when in any other face I saw a desire to be

desired, to say & sigh & yes. I understood
the space between your back & the wall 
as you leaned back & didn’t kiss Angela, thank 

God, the way that MTV & all the menthol 
beauties in study hall said you should. Even now 
I don’t want to say it crushes me to admit 

I wasn’t crushing on you but the space 
between you & every other as you leaned
away. I don’t want to admit I watched until 

away became a place in which I would never 
have to say no, would never have to say yes. 
Jordan, when I finally found myself onscreen, 

I wasn’t Angela or Eddie or even the slate-faced 
parents suited up as adults. I was instead the look 
in Rayanne’s eyes when she wasn’t acting as herself 

but as Our Town Emily, caught in the wildness of knowing
she was dead to the person she thought the world
would never stop asking her to be.



What Women’s Work Is
Emma Bolden



A fist in the blender. A hook of hunger
handing out free dinners to a swarm of fins. 
A hunger without a hook, without a fish. 

The bones of a fish whose flesh finned off 
in the mouth of a black cat. A black cat’s back. 
My own back turned or against the wall: no 

other options. My eighty cents to his dollar. My human 
to his resources. My heart blessed but God knows 
why she didn’t know she shouldn’t have spoken out

of her place. My first place is his last place, lit yellow as a sign. 
Dead end. My yellow belly cowarded, quiet. My good 
girl. My silence wild in the mouth I’m paid to keep shut.



There will be no highlights 
on the eleven o’clock News
Emma Bolden



As if centered in the space circled by a serpent 
suckling its own tail, only our lungs survived. 
There were no rooms for heart. Before we 
forgot who we were in war, we held our griefs 
to the camera, tried to prove that suffering 
without remembrance begets in course more
suffering. The television had other ideas. Cleared 
to its crystals, every screen anchored down to tell 
us: feel the burn. Have it your way. Obey

the crown if the mouth below it sounds out in sweetness
a word close enough to money. Forget salvation. This is rest. 
There were no questions nor mercies. And so 
we turned back to our own silvers, our little
stacks of green. Nothing seemed beautiful or
enough if in the hands of others fanned thin bills, 
if hot out their speakers came the tinned meat 
of a song wafting over, elegant, groomed as a good 

backyard. We demanded better fences. We demanded
blonder children, sets swung from cedar, an antidote
to poison made of a deeper poison. Birds broadcast
their rumors, crossed skies lipped lavender as a purposeful
misunderstanding of loss. We weren’t watching
when the night become fire, became its profusion 
of flames fuchsia as a dreamed garden, and even 
as we burned we wondered if our neighbors felt it 
better, that sulfured kiss of flame.
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Dr Jennifer Wolkin
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A Mara’s Back 
Mariela Lemus



 An email from my father, 29 August, 2017: Hi girls, I had a very unpleasant experience last weekend, [your sister]  
 showed up at the house with a tattoo on her arm, and needless to say, I did not take that too well. I would ask that   
 if you ever go that route please save me the discomfort on knowing about it.  I will just say that my perception of  
 people with body art is not a very good one. I right down hate them, and now [she] has fallen into this category.   
 Sorry for upsetting you this way. Love, Papi.

Imagine a wall, mildewed white 
like the shower door panes 
you made me scrub as a child.
Stick a topographic world map against 
the dimpled surface and squeeze
air bubbles with your nails. Rake your palms
down Central America’s seaboard, finger her gentle
curves, your home nestled in her volcanic
ridges. Feel for her name, raised skin stamped
floating liquid tattoo, ink slicked dark
across the pacific like a mara’s back,
riptide tatted between his shoulder blades.

Were they your only brush with permanence?

Faces, smudged canvases branded 
with promises of murder and broken things.
Perverting the face of your savior Jesocristo 
weaving the eme y ese smooth through his thorns,
his beard. Limp body dangled from the cross. 
Did they make it easy 
to turn from the church, banish faith
inverted like cockroaches turned inside out
exposed guts shiny, asking for initiation
that thirteen-second beating.
How many boys have died?

Return to the map on the wall. Maroon borders
feathered through your home. You once told me
of the marabunta that attacked you as a young boy,
chewed up your legs. You seem proud of your scars, 
fingers tracing the dark-pocked skin 
down the coast of your calf.

One day I hope to show you the spindly cicada
inked on my bicep for you, or the idea of you
preserved in amber syrup I sometimes withdraw
to examine and hold to the light. 



The Autopsy Report Said 
Death By Overdose
Crystal Ignatowski



People say I should be over your death.
Your body in a bag. Being carried down
the driveway, being slid into the car, being
burned, being ash, being a container
on my windowsill, being

gone. Gone is never good,
but you’ve become good
at not being. 

The rest of us are still being. Your mother 
eats ice cream. Your father bought
a new bike. We still talk about you 
like you’re in the room, but only
sometimes. If you are somewhere

else, I want to know why I still
feel you when someone else
is inside me. I want to know why you still
linger like a cough, like an odor, 
like something hanging over me,
waiting, pulsing, being something

more than nothing, being something
more than gone.

I think about breaking you, cracking
open the container, letting out the ash
and letting in the light.



The Miracle
Alia Hussain Vancrown



as-Samad
the eternal, absolute  the eternally besought of all  the everlasting refuge
 he on whom all depend  the everlasting sustainer of all

the uncaused cause of being
move thy hands,

art
move thy lips,

music
it communicates what 

it communicates
the illiterate sees / hears and all of humanity glints

                                                                    a blade in sunlight, bejeweled blood
preacher, i read the boy balanced oil drops on a silver spoon
and walked through his house unaware of geometry underfoot
 preacher, your damnation of my scales
 means i’m missing the sunken places of earth     my belly wants the mouth of the cave
         gets caught in webs  but i can hear

   the language inside
          it is of water or dance  

where does the favorable wind turn  upon whose sails        mine?  why so astray
   preacher, does the center of a forest spook you         do roots / branches - meanings
                  in three syllables, rarely four
        enshroud the daughters who long to
              twirl, sing, break--
when my heart beats it is unplanted mango pit, slave, whore
 no hooks or stars can draw the emptiness  a quiet night sky, godless
save the comet here   the fruit bat there 
 the satellite someone built in a dream   arrogance of numbers
       septillion renderings of home



To Alexa
Pat Hurley



To Alexa 

You get me everything but my coffee,
tall black cylinder on kitchen island.
I never say please or thank you. 
I wish it bothered me more. 

Tall black cylinder on kitchen island,
I wonder if you’re changing me.   
I wish it bothered me more      
when I order you around.

I wonder if you’re changing me 
when I yell and you answer,
when I order you around and
you’re still so polite.

When I yell and you still answer
and I never say please or thank you
and you’re still so polite…
Have you ruined me for love?



this is my 
Depression Poem™
Allie Marini

…but don’t get your hopes up—
it’s not as eloquent or nuanced 
as the depression poem where anxiety becomes a repeating leitmotif 
& the metaphor is accessible enough 
to get retweeted thousands of times & go viral

my depression poem  
is not a poem that wants to be a poem 
because in being a poem 
they’re admitting that there’s something to write a poem about 

my depression poem isn’t on Facebook anymore 
because one day they saw their crazy aunt start a flame war 
with a comment about domestic violence & it made my depression poem 
impulsively decide to delete their Facebook profile 
because their tender heart couldn’t bear the weight of a timeline



my depression poem wonders why everyone else has it so much more together than they do 
& reassures themselves that everybody takes Google’s Are You Depressed? survey
& then casually Googles how to commit suicide painlessly
or how many Ambien it takes to overdose. 

my depression poem compulsively reads Buzzfeed listicles 
about 14 Things People with Depression Feel Acutely AF 
to feel less alone in the world, chain-smoking cigarettes & chugging Red Bull 
on their 30-minute break at a minimum-wage job 
because if they didn’t distract themselves, my depression poem might fixate 
on the regret they feel for getting an MFA in creative writing
because secretly, they know that they’re not an eloquently written depression poem, 
that they don’t even really remember what a leitmotif is, 
or why having one might make them feel better.       

my depression poem has a skin care routine after they come home from their shitty job, 
because little pleasures are really the only kind they feel like they’ll ever know. 
my depression poem likes to get high & drink Jack Daniels 
& scroll through listings of clothes & shoes on Poshmark 
trying to tap into memories through the clothes we wore—

here, this is the pinafore we wore as a little girl
when the first emotion we ever remembered feeling was lonely,

here is the shirt my depression poem was wearing
when our high school crush finally kissed us on the beach,

here is the 70s prom dress we were wearing
the night we were raped.  

my depression poem can only bear as much intimacy 
as Twitter will allow in 140 characters, or 10 seconds on Snapchat
because there’s a screenshot of our worst moments out there somewhere 
& we take comfort in interactions that are designed to be brief & disappear.  

my depression poem likes to get dressed up & Instagram a selfie every day 
because it’s the only way we can think of to prove that we’re still here. 

my depression poem likes Pinterest, 
because frantically pinning digital pictures of shoes we can’t afford, 
recipes we’ll never cook, crafts we’ll never finish, & articles we’ll never read 
tricks us into feeling like our life is fuller than it actually is. 

my depression poem has turned into one of those old people you see 
wandering every aisle of Target & back again, 
because pushing a red plastic cart around strangers pushing other red plastic carts, 
each of us a bullseye 
distracts us from remembering 
that if loneliness was our first emotion, it’ll probably be our last one, too 



for Muriel, as I pack
Allie Marini



suitcases are unfilled vessels that I cram

with the things I will need when I touch down in California:

clean socks, toiletries, notebooks, pens—

the handout from your memorial service. 

I can never remember whether or not you ever went to California, 

if you ever went through security at LAX or walked the streets of San Francisco. 

I remember when you came back from Buenos Aires, 

your suitcase was stacked deep with cartons of Imparciales, 

your clothes scrunched into the bottomless abyss of your purse, 

tangled around your collection of Pilot pens—fine tip, black ink only—

I fill up the corners & vacant space with faded denim, 

t-shirts, the necklaces I may or may not wear, & miscellaneous paperwork

but there’s always a spot that stays void, no matter how much weight

the luggage registers on the scale: 

  how much empty space can one lost girl take up? 



A Continuum of 
Bed Couture 
Dr Jennifer Wolkin



What are you is the new Who are you in a monolithic world consumed with 
classification, like the DSM-V, to describe what category of sick you wear to 

sleep. I layer to lose labels. Layers are my fashion-forward. Layers are my haute 
couture. Layers are my nomenclature. Don’t limit me to the word lesbian because 

I love another woman—body same as my own—or contempt my curves & bends, 
dubbing me an arrow’s straight if I love men. If I love a woman I can love a man 

a woman a man a woman a man a woman, whoever touches me the way I need, 
consoles me, bears me, beholds me, shows me, wholes me, & whoever I can do 

the same for, too. I crave permission to be many trues without needing a word to parse 
my garb. Whoever I wear to sleep is a poem in my bed—

layered, 

 like me. 



At the End of Our 
Marriage, You Contract 
Congestive Heart Failure
Heidi Seaborn



Your heart wants to die— 
muscles stiffen for the final blows.
Each thick chamber pushing blood like a broom 
slowly, while I move from room to room ghosting 
what remains.
Then your walls weaken.
Paint peels off rotted plaster.

Your kidneys kick in to hold water 
 Remember hiking the Hollywood Reservoir
 with the kids, sun setting, coyotes calling, gates locked?
and salt. I floated the Dead Sea, 
the Great Salt Lake of your body— 

now swamped. I row away,
stop, throw a short line catch it I shout.
Your busted heart the last hold on my own.



Motel Prayers
James Diaz



god, if i broke
would that make me one of yours,
or am i no one’s kind?

just shadow boy in motel light
quivering from withdrawals

hurts to breathe
you put your lips to clay 
why won’t you put your lips to me

if i were a leper
would you come then

cuz i’m dying
and the motel manager
says i’m outta here by tomorrow

and i got nowhere 
and no one

i just want you to acknowledge how impossible it is to be human
that you invented the needle because you ran out of better ideas

i’m just waiting for that knock –

my heart is open...




